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     Cover Letter 

Dear Professor Belli, while finishing this project I have honestly learned allot. The 
project began as a simple idea or genre I would want to research. It was very difficult as my 
initial idea was simply “researching how real life events influenced various Science Fiction 
stories”, I quickly realized I was setting myself up for failure when thinking that this project was 
going to be very broad. As stated a few weeks back what inspired me to further scope my thesis 
was the film “Blade Runner”. I admired thinking about how one dream scene can simply make 
us question the entirety of the film and from that moment I knew I wanted to research dreams in 
science fiction. 
 Conducting research was harder than I thought. I went through various films and even 
switched out films from my primary sources constantly till near the end in order to bring the best 
primary sources. The secondary sources were very difficult to find, I bought two of the books, 
one I found very helpful the other not so much sadly. I realized that using the table of contents 
can be very helpful, but often during this project after finding a book I needed the actual content 
was not as helpful. I made some changes in various books and articles from my secondary 
sources since when actually creating this research paper I could find no use for it, that was 
probably the most frustrating thing having to deal with. 

While working on this project I didn’t get to spend as much time revising as I hoped to. A 
majority of my revisions went into understand how simulation and dreaming can relate. These 
key terms were very hard to distinguish at times do to the fact that the context is the most 
important part. I think my introduction might be the strongest part off this essay since it clearly 
states what I want to understand, I found myself reading it constantly and trying to ensure that all 
of my work could connect to my thesis or help build it one way or another. 

If I could further my work anymore I would honestly build more on the defining aspect of 
my essay since it is very crucial to my research. I would also build more on the paragraphs the 
connect it to my other secondary sources. I found myself having a hard time trying to read 
various works, connect it to my thesis, or find the best. An issue I also had was outlining for 
some reason, I found very difficult trying to organize my thoughts, I feel that maybe I was still a 
little too broad in my thesis. 

So what I have learned through this essay is that I need to do more in depth research, 
honestly this paper has made me do more research than any other paper I have written. Through 
all of the stress and late nights I feel I have a better understanding how research should be 
conducted. I know my essay is nowhere near where I hoped it would be, but through this 
experience I feel more prepared for the future. Thank you for reading and happy holidays! 
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Ruben De La Cruz 

Professor Belli 

English 2420 

12/19/16   Waking Up into Another Dream. 

 For the pass few centuries many writers and thinkers have struggled with how they 

perceive reality, whether we are in a dream or some kind of simulation has become one of the 

bigger questions in understanding why the world exist. The genre of science fiction has proudly 

taken a stab at exploring these issues, resulting in a plethora of very interesting and mind 

numbing stories. Often times in science fiction fans see many stories tackle ethical and moral 

issues, these can be the driving forces which fuels a character and or plot to move forward. When 

the outlandish subject of how characters see reality is presented the issue is no longer easily 

tackled since it results in very limited answers and a mixture of opinions due to the fact that it’s 

based on perception. To add on with the advancements in technology stories have now jumped 

from the page and to the big screen in order to visually explore how people can lose their grip of 

reality. Science Fiction Films now use a variety of special effects resulting in unique settings, 

juxtaposing realities and fan favorite characters risking their sanity in order to entertain their 

audiences. Now more than ever viewers must try to understand how science fiction is making its 

fans wonder. Through a plethora of films, it can be noted that Science Fiction film uses dream 

like sequences in order to try and understand their limited perception of reality. 

 Many films today focus on dream sequences in order to help their viewers understand 

how confusing a subject like understanding reality is, but while analyzing many of the films that 

tackle these issues viewers can also note that they are not always dreams but simulation. Many 
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films actually mimic dream sequences in order to help portray these themes. Some examples 

noted can be “The Matrix” and James Cameron’s film “Avatar”, both of which use sleeping 

apparatuses so that they may exist in another body or simulated reality. So viewers might notice 

that these films both tackle issues on understanding reality but they don’t directly use dreaming 

to make their point. So in order to understand how these films tackle issues using dream 

sequences viewers must now understand what simulation and dreaming are. Merriam Webster’s 

dictionary defines dreaming as “a series of thoughts, images, or emotions occurring during 

sleep”. Due to the nature of dreams it is normal for people to think a dream is real, 

since they are capable of creating a detailed setting and illusionary companions. Dreams 

can be so convincing that when they are presented in film the question “how do you 

know if their dreaming?” is a normal part of the experience. Then on the other hand 

there is simulation which Merriam Webster’s dictionary defines as “the imitative 

representation of the functioning of one system or process by means of the functioning 

of another <a computer simulation of an industrial process>”.  Outside of film 

simulation holds the purpose of mimicking events in order to create real life 

experiences. Often times these simulations are made through computer programs, 

creating what can be called terminal space. In Scott Bukatman’s book “Terminal 

Identity” he defines terminal space being found through “…the panoply of computer 

games… and the home, through the flight simulators used by airline industry and 

military… Terminal space is a realm of virtual reality and real time…” (Bukatman, 107) 

Simulation creates a world for a viewer, one that can be used for learning and growth. 

In various Science Fiction films simulations create a new space of reality one which can 
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also be shared and shattered as though it were a dream, meaning that they are capable of 

having the same effects. 

 Various Science Fiction films use their visual resources to further enhance how 

one can lose their grip of reality in dream like state. As stated earlier various films have 

mimicked dreams in order to get their points across, one of the most correlated traits 

with dreaming is known as REM sleeping. In Leslie Halpern’s book Dreams on Film, 

REM sleeping is first introduced as “In the 1900, The Interpretation of Dreams also 

foreshadows the discovery of REM (rapid eye movement) sleep with Freud’s 

observation that “Motor Paralysis during sleep is one of the fundamental conditions of 

the psychic process which functions during dreaming”” (Halpern, 16) These traits can 

be found in various science fiction films that have pseudo dream sequences, often times 

they use certain machines as medium tools to create these dream like experiences, one 

of the most well-known cases seen in film is “The Matrix” which features simulation. 

The film shows the main characters entering the simulated virtual reality by connecting 

to an assortment of wires into their brains, while inside they can no longer move their 

physical bodies since their nerves are connected towards the machine, there is also a 

clear sign of the pupils moving underneath the eyes, resembling REM sleeping which is 

one the stages of sleep where a majority of dreaming happens, therefore implying that 

entering the “Matrix” is similar to dreaming. Another example of this can be seen 

through the film “Avatar” which also uses a sleep inducing machine which transfers the 

user’s consciousness into a temporary body. Just like in the film “The Matrix” scenes 

are shown where characters undergoing this process have traits resembling REM 

sleeping, implying that entering the “avatar” body is very similar to dreaming. It has 
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become clear that science fiction film uses dreams as a tool for exploring the confusion 

of reality.  

 Often times many of these films approach dream sequences creating an 

understandable narrative while giving the philosophical effect of understanding reality 

for its audience. Leslie Halpern goes further into this describing a method to analyze 

how dream sequences are presented when stating “Jung divides this dramatic structure 

of dream narrative into four parts. Beginning with exposition… the second part 

development…the third part of the dream brings culmination… The fourth part is 

solution or result.” (Halpren, 32) This technique of trying to understand dreams can be 

applied in various films for example “Total Recall”, where it starts with the main 

character Doug having dreams and desires all related with and wanting to go to mars. 

With the exposition created the next is development as Doug puts himself into a recall 

program in order to create memories of going to mars under the disguise of a secret 

agent. The film builds up to culmination as the audience watches Doug suffer from not 

understanding if his trip is a creation of his subconscious or reality, as the film ends 

with him saving the planet he finds resolution by getting to kiss the girl just in case his 

experience could be a dream. The film focuses on the aspect of dreams as a plot tool in 

order to put emphasis on possibility that the reality he knows can be false and he has to 

accept it as it is. The film “Total Recall” also brings to question how one perceives 

reality, since the world around everyone is composed of stimulation, any memory or 

experience can be created. Doug’s experience of going off to save Mars is a memory 

that will feel completely real, but is falsely implanted. Jean Baurdillard’s essay 
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“Simulacra and Science Fiction” makes claims on how the imaginary and real can 

become one. 

“There is no real and no imaginary except at a certain distance. What happens 

when this distance, even the one separating the real from the imaginary, begins to 

disappear and to be absorbed by the model alone? Currently, from one order of 

simulacra to the next, we are witnessing the reduction and absorption of this 

distance, of this separation which permits a space for ideal or critical projection.” 

(Baudrillard) 

When connecting it with “Total Recall” viewers can note that while Doug’s experiences were 

falsely inputted into his mind he must accept it as a reality, since the memories are 

indistinguishable from false or real.  

 While dreams can be analyzed as plot tools they can also be viewed as modern 

retelling of Cartesian doubt. “The Lathe of Heaven “presents the idea that reality can be 

constantly manipulated by one’s perspective. The film shows the main character George 

Orr suffering from reality being manipulated through his dreams, the effect being that 

he can’t grasp reality. The film ends as he fully that the world he lives in is really a 

dream he came up with and that’s all reality really is. The film relates to various other 

works like Renus Descartes’s excerpts from “The Meditations on First Philosophy” On 

his sixth meditation it is stated that “Let us suppose… we are dreaming, and that all 

these particulars namely, the opening of the eyes, the motion of the head… are merely 

illusions; and even that we really possess neither an entire body nor hands such as we 

see.” (Descarte) His work opened up a new perspective on how reality can be viewed, 

many films like Lathe of Heaven explore these concepts with similar results. The Film 
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“Inception” portrays various characters entering a dream like state in order to enter ones 

subconscious and place false memories inside of it. While the characters begin entering 

multiple dreams within each other they quickly suffer from confusing reality and 

dreams all together. The idea that one could be stuck in a dream within dreams for the 

rest of their life becomes the main fear of the experience. The film ends similarly where 

the main Character Cobb accept reality for what he sees and no longer suffers from 

trying to distinguish real and false. The films themes on understanding reality relates to 

Cartesian telling due to the fact that it is exploring how viewers can confuse reality 

through dreaming.  

 Cartesian theory has opened up a hole segment of debates exploring how 

sensation and dreaming can confuse one’s grip of reality. “Avatar” is another film that 

doesn’t necessarily use dreaming but shows how dream sequences can confuse ones’ 

grip of reality. The film portrays Jake Sully entering a sleep inducing machine that puts 

him into another body. The result is almost dreamlike for sully since each time he wants 

to enter the Navi, he must fall asleep and he exits his mundane military lifestyle into a 

more aboriginal alien world. In order to exit he must also go back to sleep in the avatar 

Navi body, it can be noted that the constant cycle of waking up in another body causes 

confusion with an end goal where the main character Jake begins to relate more with the 

Navi than his former human self. Sensation through dream sequences seem to have the 

most effect, but when considering reality people find that even trying to perceive what 

they are can become frightening. Dreams and simulation are experiences processed 

through stimulation, in “Science Fiction and Philosophy” by Susan Schneider the idea 

that all people are is brains in a vat is presented. The theory proposes that “The brain is 
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a massively deluded, it seems. It has all sorts of false beliefs about the world. IT 

believes that it has a body. It believes that it is walking outside in the sunlight, but in in 

fact it is inside a dark lab…” (Schneider, 35) When experiencing the Cartesian doubt 

outside of dreams and simulation the experiences becomes nothing more than energy. 

The films “The Matrix” and “Total Recall” both have similar experiences as they show 

examples of implanted false memories. It begins to question what defines the realism in 

different realities. 

Many of the films proposed seem to break the norm of how reality is perceived, 

by asking the question “Is this real?” fans are left wondering why can’t they see reality 

for what it could be. Science Fiction film has now become one the strongest methods of 

exploring how limited one’s perception truly is. 
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